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executive summaRy
National GIS Portal is envisaged as a national gateway for accessing all GIS services – GIS data, GIS 
applications and GIS Metadata. It is through the National GIS Portal that users will make smarter 
governance decisions, develop relationships and increase citizen engagement. As a part of looking at 
National GIS Service Standards, various GIS portals of the world were evaluated and assessed – to 
determine a “bar” that needs to be set for functionality, excellence and quality for National GIS Portal. 
Below is a summary of the evaluations:
o The NATIONAL MAP 2.0 Portal of United States Geological Survey (USGS) provides a “window” 
to  US  spatial  data  along  with  satellite  images  and  has  robust  capabilities of GIS services – 
viewing and querying. USGS National Map doesn’t really offer specific GIS applications – especially 
as it is mainly a map viewer. The most important aspect of the  USGS  Portal  is  the  rich  data 
content  for  the  whole  of  US.  The Portal facilitates building queries among spatial data as well 
as attributes data.
o Google Earth is the most widely used image and map Portal to view earth’s surface and other 
planet’s data. Google  offers  1m  images  all  over  India  and  even  0.30m  images  in certain 
areas. Apart from images, Google Earth offers basic layers of road, railines and large volume of 
POI data.  Ease  of  use  is  the  strongest  point  of  Google Earth  as  even common  citizen  and 
government  agencies  depend  upon  Google  Earth. Design is very robust and the Portal is high-
performing.
o Bhuvan  is  a  “portal”  of  National  Remote  Sensing  Centre  (NRSC)  for  displaying  IRS images 
and  thematic  maps  –  providing  a  “window”  into  the  spatial  data  holdings  of NRSC and 
NNRMS projects. Bhuvan has “lots of data” – mainly coming from NNRMS project outputs from 
2002 onwards – this makes it more a “GIS data-bank” or a digital map REPOSITORY of NNRMS 
projects. Bhuvan services are just visualization tools and Bhuvan  does  not  have  integrative/
applications  and  decision-support  capability  –  even basic GIS querying capability is lacking. 
Design of Bhuvan and its user-interface needs considerable improvements – as it is too “complex” 
and not uniform functionally – thus making it very difficult for users to understand and use the 
Portal for regular decisions. Reliability of the content and displays has major gaps – performance 
is quite slow and also non-uniform across modules.
o India-NSDI  Portal  is  supposed  to  facilitate  search  on  India’s  map/image  metadata holdings 
–  one  of  the  earliest  portals  aiming  to  provide  spatial  information  metadata services. A basic 
India administrative hierarchy is encapsulated in the Portal – but there is hardly any Metadata 
populated – though the schema and structure of NSDI Metadata Standards has been encapsulated. 
ii
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NSDI portal does not have any GIS applications and integrative capabilities. Performance is very 
slow and reliability of data is a major gap.
o MapmyIndia  Portal  is  first  private  map  Portal  in  India  -  through  which  it  provides 
“visual window” of nation-wide basic map data holdings and large amount of POI data that  are 
constantly  updated. Location-based  address geo-coding  has  been  successfully provided  in 
many  cities  in  the  Portal.  The Portal offers specialised location/navigation services and also 
commercial services. MapmyIndia has good basic GIS data that is well updated BUT does not offer 
any GIS applications/integrative capabilities.
o Prototype K-GIS  GIS  Portal  has  been  developed  by  Karnataka  State  Remote  Sensing 
Application Centre  (KSRSAC)  through  which  it  provides  access  to its  large  state-wide 
image/map data access with tools for “displays and basic queries”. The Portal has 51+ 1:50k 
content AND alls of these are seamless to the state of Karnataka – BUT are of different timelines 
(coming from different RS and GIS projects of KSRSAC). Prototype K-GIS Portal does not have 
applications/integrative decision-support capabilities.
o Surveykshan  is  a  Geoportal  of,  Survey  of  India  which  is  responsible  for  all  geodetic, 
geophysical  and  topographical  surveys  and  maps  within  India.  Surveykshan displays Survey 
of India’s Digital OSM maps in WMS format, which is at present available for 22 states of India. 
The Portal is quite poor in performance and reliability and continuity of data – which are not GIS-
Ready. GIS Applications for decision-support is not available.
o NICMAPS is a “portal” of National Information Centre (NIC) through which it provides “visual 
display”  of  GIS  data  from  NIC  and  map  data  from  Survey  of  India  (SOI)  and other  agencies 
along with  non-spatial  data  holding  of  NIC.  NICMAPS provides a “window” to full-coverage 
Indian spatial data along with satellite images. NICMAPS does not support any application on the 
portal but has advance services like Locators, Swipe & Spotlight, Elevation profile and so on. The 
portal is quite stable and data available on it is quite robust.
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1.  BackgRounD
1. National Institute of Advanced Studies (NIAS) has undertaken the study on “Standards, Spatial 
Framework and Technologies for National GIS” – a sponsored project from Department of Science 
and Technology (DST), Government of India (GOI). As part of this study, the research team has 
undertaken a thorough evaluation of some of the GIS Portals accessible - especially to understand 
and document the capabilities in the context of National GIS Portal Standards. 
2. Within the ambit of research that we have carried out, we note that a GIS Portal allows sharing of 
GIS-ready maps, help search and discover GIS content, perform and share GIS applications, make 
access GIS data and also update and modify GIS content in the Portals – all of these on a web or 
mobile platform without use of any addition “software” resources. The Portals – either serve a 
public-good model and may be free for access OR may be accessible on commercial basis. 
3. NIAS team has studied the following GIS Portals:
o USGS National Map Portal (http://viewer.nationalmap.gov/viewer/)as of July, 2014 
and again in April, 2015.
o Google  Earth  Portal  (https://www.google.com/earth/download/ge/) as  of  July, 
2014 and again in April, 2015. 
o Bhuvan  Portal  (http://bhuvan.nrsc.gov.in/bhuvan_links.php)  as  of  July,  2014  and 
again in April, 2015. 
o NSDI Portal (http://www.nsdiindia.gov.in/nsdi/nsdiportal/index.jsp) as  of  July,  2014 
and again in April, 2015. 
o MapmyIndia  Portal  (http://maps.MapmyIndia.com/)  as  of  July,  2014  and  again 
in April, 2015.
o Karnataka  G2G  Portal  –  limited  time  access  on (http://164.100.133.66/g2g/#/
Views/LoginPage.xaml) as  of  July,  2014  and  again  in April, 2015.
o Surveykshan  Portal  of  Survey  of  India  –  (http://www.surveykshan.gov.in/)  as  of 
November, 2014 and again in April, 2015.
o NICMAPS Portal of NIC (http://nicpmaps.rsgis.nic.in) as of November, 2014 (in April, 
2015, NICMAPS was not available as it showed “under maintenance”)
4. As part of the assessment, we have looked into 4 key issues – GIS data content in each Portal 
and addressing granularity/details, quality, reliability, accuracy, standards adopted, updates/
maintenance etc; functionalities of the Portals for assessing what are the GIS functions and 
2
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Applications capabilities that the Portals have –addressing aspects of visualization/display, query, 
integrative analysis, GIS Applications publishing, reliability, repeatability etc; architecture and 
design to look at how well the design and architecting of the Portal – addressing the robustness 
and functional reliability and consistency of the Portal and general aspects of usability and ease of 
common usage of the Portal. Each of the 8 Portal has been addressed on these parameters and the 
analysis documented. Hopefully, this assessment will help determine the “specifications bar” that 
needs to be defined for National GIS Portal and help in the design and development of National 
GIS Portal. 
5. This report describes in detail the analysis undertaken and assessment of the 8 Portals. Each of 
the Portal has been described in detail. This report has been further assimilated and analysed by 
the NIAS Project Team and incorporated into the NIAS Project Report on National GIS Standards, 
Framework and Technologies of May, 20151.
1 Mukund Rao, V S Ramamurthy and Baldev Raj - Standards, Framework and technologies for National GIS. A NIAS 
Publication R30-2015 of May, 2015.
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2.  usgs national map
2.1. INTRODUCTION
6. USGS THE NATIONAL MAP 2.0 Viewer is a “portal’ of United States Geological Survey (USGS) 
through which it provides “visual display” of USGS and various other organisations (Government 
& Non-Government) dataset.
7. USGS THE NATIONAL MAP 2.0 Viewer has successfully managed to display the remote sensing 
images and thematic maps – providing “window” into the spatial data holding of USGS and other 
organizations. USGS has successfully provided good content, quality and services through portal 
to GIS community. 
8. USGS THE NATIONAL MAP 2.0 Viewer of USGS is that it provides a “window” to US spatial data 
along with satellite Images. However it can be compare with few other map services provider like 
Google in terms of location findings and routes between locations. But USGS THE NATIONAL 
MAP 2.0 Viewer fall apart in that term since this is core spatial data viewer with valuable services 
such as natural hazards and so on. If USGS NATIONAL MAP 2.0 Viewer considered being “core” 
GIS data viewer then Google can be considered to be “overview” of data viewer.
9. This report includes an independent test and evaluation – technical report of design and functional 
characteristics of USGS - USGS THE NATIONAL MAP 2.0 Viewer at - http://viewer.nationalmap.
gov/viewer/ as of July, 2014 and again April, 2015.
9.1 This is not a critic but an evaluation and observations of the portal. The analysis of the 
capabilities of USGS THE NATIONAL MAP 2.0 Viewer the study has been taking up by 
NIAS Research team to give insight into the standing-level of GIS Portal and help us to 
get a more standards and high-quality progression for National GIS.
9.2 The efforts of USGS THE NATIONAL MAP 2.0 Viewer are significant since USGS have 
administered spatial data in “portal” format.
9.3 The concept of evaluating the “bar” that needs to be set for excellence and quality that 
matches any other efforts in the world, nay, not just matched but surpasses it to make a 
high-quality GIS Portal of India. In doing so, we hope to learn and make best technical 
knowledge available for us for the future. 
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2.2. USGS PORTAL DATA
10. USGS has the following project dataset:
10.1 Base Data Layers - US TopoAvailabity (3 layers),Geographic Names (10 Layers), 
Structures (10 Layers), Transportation (14 Layers), Government Unit Boundaries (18 
layers), Map Indices (10 Layers), Hydrography (NHD) (13 Layers), National Land Cover 
Database (NLCD) (27 Layers), Elevation Availability (4 Layers), Elevation Contours 
– Small Scale (1 Layer), Imagery – 1 meter (1 Image), Imagery – 1foot (1 Image), 
Reference Polygon (Layers 12)
10.2 Natural Hazard - USGS US Hazard (15 Layers), USGS Stream Flow & Weather 
Station (5 Layers), FEMA National Flood Hazards (32 Layers), NEXRAD Weather (1 
Layer), NGA US National Grid (102 Layers)
10.3 Other Feature Data- Scanned Topo Maps from USA Topo (1 Image), USGS 
Ecosystem (5 Layers), USGS Protected Area Owner (PADUS) (1 Layer), USGS Protected 
Area Conservation Status (PADUS) (1 Layer), USGS GAP Land Cover (3 Layers), FWS 
Wetlands, BLM Public Land Survey System (PLSS) (14 Layers), National Park Services 
(NPS) Boundaries (4 Layers)
11. In Table-2.1 a detailed assessment of USGS has been provided. The map and images data in 
USGS has the following characteristics:
11.1 USGS has managed to incorporate data on portal through various sources. They not 
only have their own team to collect data but also collect data from various other 
organizations like governmental & non-governmental. 
11.2 Since data available for entire country, there are various layers available with different 
scale. The data is available from 1:36,000,000 to 1:1,128 since layers cover entire 
nation till small city road. Labels have been separately maintain in group and can be 
switched on as user’s requirement. 
11.3 Two high resolution satellite images (1m and 1foot) have been integrated with different 
resolution; switching on both at a time covers entire nation. 
11.4 Grids with different quadrangle index have been used in order to view large to small 
scale data.
11.5 Almost all the data is latest and keep on updating periodically. Also they maintain 
historical maps in the portal.
11.6 Portal has collected tabular data from other government organisation and incorporated it 
with spatial layer which help spatial layer to draw rich analysis reports.
5NatioNal iNstitute of advaNced studies
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11.7 USGS has its own real-time warnings & alerts data capability but crowd sourcing. Portal 
has connected to tidal information radio station which keeps on giving information with 
an interval of 15 minutes. Also portal gives warnings & alerts about natural hazards 
taking place nationwide. 
11.8 USGS data is in GIS-Ready format. Data can be downloaded with ready to use formats 
like .shp & .gdb.
12. From technical perspective, USGS is very close to GIS portal with various spatial data that are put 
in it. From technical stand-point, USGS pleases user with making available huge spatial data and 
helps them in their decision making. 
2.3. USGS PORTAL SERVICES/APPLICATION
13. In Table-2.1 a detailed assessment of USGS Portal has been provided. Below is some important 
observation/example of the portal.
13.1 USGS doesn’t really offer any application related to particular subject but has its own 
services which helps user to do comprehensive analysis.
13.2 Portal allows user to add their data directly on the portal. That data can be GIS Services 
or Google files. Since portal has wide range collection of data, by allowing user to add 
their data to the portal, increases the analysis skills. Today, different GIS platforms are 
available and with respect to that different GIS server services are available. USGS 
portal is compatible with those services to be added. Thus Portal doesn’t limited to GIS 
platforms and increases of different user from various GIS platforms. 
13.3 Portal facilitates building queries among spatial data as well as attributes data. Portal 
consist various spatial data with good amount of attribute data. Spatial query or 
attribute query helps user to enhance analysis skills. 
13.4 Portal allow user to download data. This is one of the notable features. Downloading 
data is very easy and user friendly process. Though user cannot download every data 
available on the portal but can choose from available list. User needs to enter their 
email address and data download procedure can begin. Also portal has integrated 
special application for downloading data which is in beta version but it is positive 
approach from user perspective. 
13.5 User can take print of their map analysis for their records or for study purpose. Portal 
allow user to define heading and description of the map. These maps can be printed in 
different formats as user’s requirement. 
13.6 Portal offers huge dataset to view or analyse, user can analyse their area of interest 
by adding & creating data on the portal. User can download that data (added/created 
data) in .shp format. This can help user to get the geo-referenced shapes/tags files 
6
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which is created on the portal and use it straight way on their local system. Data created 
on the portal can be considered as the benchmark by user to do their analysis with their 
data.
14. There are not any dedicated applications available on the portal.
14.1 Thus the USGS service does not provide only map-display but also GIS integration with 
GIS support capability. 
15. USGS has put good efforts on designing the portal.
15.1 USGS does not have user log in, it is open portal to everyone. Portal has designed 
very well in order to make access of GIS data to any user from any industry. Portals, 
functionalities, tool and services and so on are well designed and very user friendly and 
easy to understand.
15.2 User cannot save their data on portal or share with other user, user added data lasts till 
the session is on. User need to add data again with new session.
15.3 The grouping & consistency of layer has done well and further these groups have 
categorized in easy understanding-access mode.  The data available on the layer is very 
consistence and doesn’t look jerky while moving or doesn’t get stuck or hang while 
working on the maps. Even fast panning doesn’t affect portal visualization. 
15.4 Help menu is very comprehensive. Help menu explains everything available on the 
portal and also other relevant information. Help menu has option call ‘FAQ’ where 
portal has stored information.
16. Performance- USGS performance is very good in spite of having huge database integrated on 
the portal. Arranging the layer in respective group and categorized it in group make them more 
stable.
2.4. SUMMARY
17. In summary, it is clear from above analysis that:
17.1 USGS sets benchmark as GIS portal. It’s a good combination of base map, satellite 
image & spatial data with relevant attributes. 
17.2 The display and visualization of USGS is good.
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FIGURE-2.1- Base Data Layers
FIGURE-2.2- Natural Hazards layers
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FIGURE-2.3- Other Feature Spatial Data
FIGURE-2.4- User Ingest Tool
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FIGURE-2.5- Map Viewer 
FIGURE-2.6- Categorisation of Table of Content 
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USGS NatioNal Map
FIGURE-2.7- Navigation Tool
FIGURE-2.8- Identify & locate coordinates Tools
18
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FIGURE-2.9- Distance measurement using Measure tool
FIGURE-2.10- Area measurement using measurement tool
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FIGURE-2.11- Buffer Tool functionality using line, point, polygon options
FIGURE-2.12- Buffer tool with layers (Line)
20
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FIGURE-2.13- Buffer tool with layers (Polygon)
FIGURE-2.14- Buffer using Range ring around the point
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FIGURE-2.15- Add Data Tool
FIGURE-2.16- Query Builder tool- first step “Select Query type”
22
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FIGURE-2.17- Query Builder tool- second step “Select Input Service”
FIGURE-2.18- Query Builder tool –Second step with the list of services
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FIGURE-2.19- Query Builder tool -Third step “Select theLayer”
FIGURE-2.20- final step of Query Builder tool
24
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FIGURE-2.21- Download Data using defined bound box
FIGURE-2.22- Print Option using “Choose a file type”
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FIGURE-2.23- pdf output of print
FIGURE-2.24- Annotation Tool
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3.  google eaRth
3.1. INTRODUCTION
18. Google Earth is 3D software used to view earth’s surface and other planet’s data. Maps in Google 
Earth are created by superimposition of images obtained from satellite imagery and aerial 
photography. User can explore layers created by other Google Earth users or create their own 
layers to display data and other information.
19. Google Earth comes in two different licenses, Google Earth Pro and Free Version. Google Pro 
is mainly for business use. When compared with non-commercial version, Pro has more 
functionalities like High resolution image saving and printing capabilities, Importing GIS and 
Spread sheet data, Additional Measurement tools which includes polygon, Circle, 3D Path, 3D 
Polygon and HD Movie-making capability.
20. Google Earth stand prominent among other online virtual globe providing companies like 
Bing, NASA World Wind, City Surf Globe, ArcGIS Explorer, Earth3D, Worldwide Telescope, 
OpenWebGlobe, MapJack, gvSIG 3D, osgEarth, ossimPlanet.
21. This report includes an independent test and evaluation - technical evaluation report of design and 
functional characteristics of GOOGLE EARTH 7.1 and GOOGLE EARTH 7.1.4.1529 free version 
downloaded from website- https://www.google.com/earth/download/ge/ as of July, 2014 and 
again April, 2015. 
21.1 In order to make a high-quality GIS Portal for India under National GIS, A study was 
carried out on various International GIS portals. Google Earth is one among them. 
21.2 We have considered India as our point of Interest. Layers and features available in 
Indian area have been evaluated.
3.2. GOOGLE EARTH DATA
22. In TABLE-3.1 a detailed assessment of Google Earth has been provided. Google Earth has a 
following Dataset.
22.1 Google use 30m multispectral Landsat which is pan sharpened with 15m panchromatic 
Landsat imagery data as a base image of latest 2015.
22.2 Google earth provides latest – 2015 high resolution (0.6m) data for major cities of 
India. Image dataset varies from year 1972 -2015.
28
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22.3 Major Data providers of satellite imagery for Indian area include CNES, Digital Globe, 
Spot Images, and TerraMetrics.
22.4 Administrative boundaries are limited up to State boundaries only. 
22.5 Road Layers include NH, SH, Country roads and Streets. Names of highways, streets 
appear along with the roads.
22.6 Places of Interest layer can be put around 40-50 different categories. Broadly it can be 
classified into Places, Business, Transit Stations and Recreational.
22.7 3D building sketches are available for some geographic areas, which gives user 
photorealistic feel of the building. 
22.8 Geo-Tagged data available from different website related to ocean, Weather, 
Environmental study, others.
22.9 Google Earth doesn’t contain any thematic layers.
23. In TABLE-3.1 a detailed assessment of Google Earth has been provided. The map and image data 
in Google Earth has the following characteristics:
23.1 Google Earth free version contains base level GIS layers which are much used for 
individual or personal use. Pro Version has much business orientation with image 
downloading, movie making, HD printing capabilities.
23.2 Images in Google earth are updated on continuous basis. Most of the areas cover current 
imagery-2015, However Google Earth says, it provides less than 3 years data.
23.3 Google Earth Terrain layer- which gives 3D elevation data of natural feature like 
mountains, gorge. However this elevation data is not available for buildings.
23.4 Crowd sourced Traffic data provides live traffic updates. User can also ingest data like 
photos, videos, locations and can share information with Google earth users.
23.5 Information about different locations from popular websites are linked which gives 
more insight about it. Website like Wikipedia, Panoramio, Discovery channel etc is 
integrated.
23.6 Satellite Images from NASA, European Space Agency are also available. Earthquake 
data from USGS is present.
23.7 Google Earth has its own file format called KML/KMZ to store data such as placemarks, 
network link information etc.
23.8 Google Earth contains street view data for many cities around the world, which gives 
360° panoramic view of streets where user can navigate through streets of the city. 
However this feature is not available in Indian region due to security concerns.
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3.3. GOOGLE EARTH SERVICES/APPLICATIONS
24. In TABLE- 3.1 a detailed assessment of Google Earth has been provided. Below are some 
important observations/examples of Google Earth’s services/applications:
24.1 Google Earth contains basic GIS services like search, measure, overlay, save and 
navigation tools for visualization purpose. Google Earth allows zoom level upto 200m.
24.2 Tools have properties for advance setting which makes them more unique than just 
basic operational tool.
24.3 User friendly services like search, get direction for driving, transit, walking and Add 
placemarks are more popular tools among citizens. Citizens make use of these tools for 
their day to day activity. User can personalize the view by setting home location.
24.4 Collaboration/Embedding services are provided through Email and Google Earth API.
24.5 Image services provided in Google Earth pro version serves as a base for GIS data 
creation.
25. Weather Services from weather.com gives current local temperature and weather conditions 
along with 2 days weather forecast for that particular area. Cloud pattern display services from 
geostationary Earth- orbiting and low Earth-orbiting satellites. Radar images-Not available for 
India.
26. User- Ingest Services in Google Earth free version is through tools to add point, poly, line and 
also overlay images. KML & KMZ files can be added. Whereas in Pro version importing option is 
available for importing address, imagery, vector data, generic text files, geographic coordinates in 
various available formats.
27. Save, Print and Measurement services even though available, have more customized options in 
Pro version. Other planet data services make Google Earth more unique in its kind.
28. There is NO GIS APPLICATIONS present in Google Earth.
29. In TABLE-3.1 a detailed assessment of Google Earth Design and Architecture has been provided. 
Some of the notable observations are:
29.1 Google Earth is very easy to install and use. User registration is not requires to download 
and use the software.
29.2 Google Earth’s has reliable visualizing interface along with other services. There are 
user custom options for styling added data; Help is vast and easily understandable.  
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29.3 Testing and robustness are of extremely high quality- There are no software errors or 
any malfunctioning of the tools.
29.4 Google Earth is also available as free mobile application in ios and android.
29.5 Google earth is built on C++ software. Google Earth provides Plug-in and JavaScript 
API which let user to embed Google Earth into web pages.
30. Performance wise Google Earth is unbeatable. Here are some observations.
30.1 Caching concept has been used. As a result layer rendering is fast. There is an option for 
the user to change the RAM and hard disk cache storing capacity which can influence 
on performance.
3.4. SUMMARY
31. In summary, it is clear from above analysis that:
31.1 Google Earth is not “serious “GIS portal. It can be used for base level operations. 
31.2 Looking at Google Earth’s design prospective one can follow Google Earth for its 
“public” friendly tools and its operations.
31.3 Speed and Robustness are appreciable things.
31.4 Google doesn’t contain any major Decision supporting applications
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FIGURE-3.1- Content of the Google Earth
FIGURE-3.2- Point with photo in 360º view
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FIGURE-3.3- 3D model
FIGURE-3.4-User Ingest data
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FIGURE-3.7- Geo-Linked USGS Earthquake Information
FIGURE-3.8- Geo-Linked NASA data
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FIGURE-3.9- 2D/3D options & other information
FIGURE-3.10- Tour Guide option
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FIGURE-3.11- Navigation Tool options
FIGURE-3.12- Search Pane options
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FIGURE-3.13- Elevation of 2 points
FIGURE-3.14- Options for Place Pane
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FIGURE-3.15- Hierarchical view of Table of content
FIGURE-3.16- View of placemarker (point) tool
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FIGURE-3.17- Option for User ingesting the polygon data
FIGURE-3.18- Options to add Line data
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FIGURE-3.19- Overlay tool options
FIGURE-3.20- Option available in Record tool
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FIGURE-3.21- Historic view options
FIGURE-3.22- shadow analysis tool
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FIGURE-3.23- Universe data (Moon, Mars, Sky)
FIGURE-3.24- Measure tool with different units
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FIGURE-3.25- Email options
FIGURE-3.26- Printing tool options
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FIGURE-3.27- Linked view of Google Maps in Google Earth 
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4.  Bhuvan poRtal
4.1. INTRODUCTION
32. Bhuvan is a “portal” of National Remote Sensing Centre (NRSC) through which it provides “visual 
displays” of NRSC and NNRMS datasets.
33. Bhuvan is the first successful initiative for displaying IRS images and thematic maps – providing 
a “window” into the spatial data holdings of NRSC. To that extent, the initiative is laudable 
and appreciable. However, the content, quality and services of Bhuvan have a lot to improve – 
especially with the advanced state of web-mapping and GIS services technology in the world.
34. Yet another positive of Bhuvan is that it provides a “window” to Indian data- and is pitched against 
the US Google initiative and a comparison is always drawn between the two. While comparison 
between the two is technically in-appropriate, the very design and capability of Bhuvan has a lot 
to desire as a high-quality Indian “product offering”.
35. This report includes an independent test and evaluation - technical evaluation report of design 
and functional characteristics of BHUVAN at - http://bhuvan.nrsc.gov.in/bhuvan_links.php as of 
July, 2014 and again April, 2015. 
35.1. This is not a “loud critic” of Bhuvan – but is a just analysis of the capabilities of Bhuvan 
– the study has been taken up by NIAS Research team to give insights into the standing-
level of Indian GIS Portals and help us to get a more standards and high-quality 
progression for National GIS.
35.2. We salute the efforts of Bhuvan – the first-of-its kind in India and that has made a telling 
impact in the satellite image scenario. The Bhuvan team deserves all kudos for what has 
been achieved.
35.3. But we want to evaluate the “bar” that needs to be set for excellence and quality that 
matches any other effort in the world, nay, not just matches but surpasses it to make a 
high-quality GIS Portal of India. In doing so, we hope to learn and make best technical 
knowledge available for us for the future.
36. In coming days, we hope to also bring out such evaluation for other GIS Portal services in India 
and ultimately make an impacting design statement adoption for National GIS.
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4.2. BHUVAN DATA
37. Bhuvan has the following project datasets - detail list of data layers are provided in TABLE –4.1:
37.1. Cartosat-1 DEM for whole country of 2006-2008 time-frame (DEM are of ~10-30m 
elevation accuracy)
37.2. Resourcesat-1, 23 and 56m images for whole country of latest 2011
37.3. Oceansat images of 1km resolution of 2013
37.4. Broad and average cyclone, wind, NDVI etc data.
37.5. Landuse on 1:250k and 1:50k scale of 2011-12.
37.6. Wasteland maps on 1:50k of 2006 time-frame
37.7. Geomorphology, Lineament, Flood hazard, salt affected land, water-bodies etc on 1:50 
k scale of 2006 time-frame.
37.8. City-GIS on 1:10k for 153 cities
37.9. High resolution (1m) image of 225 cities.
37.10. 1:10k Landuse and base maps of 2010 vintage for about 50-60% of area
37.11. Points of Interest data-User defined data (very sparse and disparate and un-systematic)
38. The map and image data in Bhuvan has the following characteristics:
38.1. Bhuvan data are all outputs of different user-funded project data pertaining to specific 
project goals – thus they are records and database of specific projects done under 
NNRMS. Most of them are not systematic nation-wide GIS-Ready data.
38.2. All the Bhuvan data of NNRMS maps are of 2000-2010 vintage and maps generated 
at different times – there is very little 2015/Current/Updated data in Bhuvan-NNRMS 
holdings. Because of the different time-lines of data, any present situation analysis is 
extremely difficult.
38.3. Almost 60-70% of Bhuvan-NNRMS data is on coarse-level (1:250000 or 1:50000 maps) 
and just about 10-20% data is on detailed scale (of 1:10k).). No data of larger than 
1:10000 scale is available from Remote Sensing images in Bhuvan Thus wide-ranging 
scale-differences of Bhuvan data is a major limitation for usage of Bhuvan data for 
Decision-Support as correlation and match is difficult. Non availability of large scale 
information for city GIS is a major gap even though satellite images of 0.3 data is 
available commercially today- thus applications that need 1:8000 or 1:4k, 1:1k are not 
possible.
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38.4. Many of the data of Bhuvan-NNRMS data cover the whole country – mainly 
administrative boundaries, some layers on 1:250k scale and landuse/wasteland on 
1:50k scale, apart from atlas information, are only available for the whole country. 
Almost 30 datasets are not available for the whole country. Thus, Bhuvan data are 
patchy and limited geography coverage (arising from project study areas) posing great 
difficulty for national applications and usage across the country’s geography.
38.5. All of Bhuvan data is not up-to-date (2015) – because they are project-linked and more 
a database of records.
38.6. SIS-DP project where 6 layers of 1:10000 maps is just available for 18 states in a limited 
manner and these are 2010 vintage – thus there is no update-orientation.
38.7. Under NUIS project Bhuvan has ~ 150 towns’ data which is of very limited manner.
38.8. Village-wise limited census parameters data is available for 2001 & 2011 is available for 
28 states. Because the complete census tables are not linked, the usage for village level 
applications is very limited. 
38.9. Bhuvan does not have ministry/department/user tabular data geo-tagged (Say, 
MNREGA data; JNNURM data; Tourism statistics; National Statistics; 2011 Census data 
etc) and this can pose serious limitation for decision-support for ministries.
38.10. Bhuvan has now got the module for real-time crowd-sourcing data collection – however 
there is hardly any citizen data that has been captured. Further the module to capture 
the data can be substantially improved to make it widely usable. Thus, linkage to 
e-services and citizen services (especially any Complaint Management Services) cannot 
be undertaken.
38.11. Bhuvan data available on Portal are not in GIS-Ready format – direct access is in 
“snapshot format” posing major limitations to GIS usage.
38.12. Bhuvan does not have decision support capability which requires simple and complex 
querying, integrated analysis and data fusion capabilities. Without these critically 
required decision modules (which will vary for different sectors/ministries), the usage 
of Bhuvan is very limited and is mainly restricted to display and visualization
39. FROM A TECHNICAL PERSPECTIVE, BHUVAN IS JUST A ‘COLLECTION OF DIFFERENT 
MAP DATA THAT ARE PUT INTO A DATA-CONTAINER”. FROM A TECHNICAL STAND-
POINT, SUCH “DISPLAY DATASETS” HAVE VERY LIMITED VALUE FOR SERIOUS GIS 
APPLICATIONS AND DECISION-MAKING (except maybe for reference to old time-
line status).
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4.3. BHUVAN SERVICES/APPLICATIONS
40. In TABLE –4.2 a detailed assessment of Bhuvan Portal has been provided. However, here are 
some summary of observations/examples of the limited nature of Bhuvan 2D Portal  :
40.1. It displays old (2008-10) IRS 2.5/5.8m resolution images AND high-res limited number 
of city-image visualization capability. It has tools for display/query – distance query, 
measure, overlay data, WMS etc – all of these are just display and visualization. Again 
just display of “what data that is available”.
40.2. Bhuvan 2D shows only 28 states village boundaries – again a limited dataset.
40.3. Roads from landuse do not match with roads on images or roads on wasteland – thus, 
making “multiple roads” an accuracy miss-match and poor quality. Similarly, with water 
bodies, cities etc.
40.4. Because data has just been collated from different sources, there are clearly visible 
registration and match problems – posing difficulties for GIS analysis if used as it is.
41. As is seen in TABLE-4.2, Bhuvan offers no qualifiable GIS Services Capability (but is just 
limited to rudimentary display of maps and displays old disaster – flood/drought etc layers; 
thematic display):
41.1. It has 1:250000 and 1:50000 scales of landuse/cover; 1:50000 soils data; 1:50000 
scale Wasteland and very limited districts of SIS-DP and NUIS cities on 1:10000 scale. 
Thus, very varied and coarse details.
41.2. It has Landuse data of 2010-11 dates and even in 2015 this old landuse information 
is made available- rendering any meaning and real time landuse decision making in-
fructuous.
41.3. It has locations of AWS and normal display of AWS data.
41.4. It has potential fish zones data - old 2014 data, not useful as it doesn’t give updates on 
daily basis of 2015.
41.5. It has disaster flood data of upto 2010, not current and available only for limited places, 
8-9 states J&K flood information of 2015 is available for display.
41.6. It has limited displays of drought – all of old dates where it contains only NDVI and 
NDWI images and no analyzed datasets are available.
41.7. It has random cyclone and Earthquake data which are very sketchy display
41.8. It has forest fire information where location & images are available on for display.
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42. As is seen in TABLE-4.2, Bhuvan Thematic Services is just nothing but DISPLAY of static maps 
for users to select; browse and query (identify) the Thematic Datasets from this 
portal. The Thematic services has just 7 themes of different dates from 2005/older to 2010 and 
none of them are current 2015 – AGAIN JUST LIMITED DATA DISPLAY. In GIS parlance, these 
characteristics DO NOT QUALIFY TO BE CALLED GIS SERVICES. To explain the sketchiness of 
data in Bhuvan here are some examples:
42.1. Urban Sprawl (20011-12) is just for some cities of just 5 states.
42.2. Flood Hazard Zone is available for just 1-2 states on 1:250000 scale of latest 2010.
42.3. Salt Affected and Waterlogging of 2005- 2006 on 1:50000 scale is just available for 18-
19 states. 
42.4. And so on in a very disparate and sketchy manner.
43. Further, as seen from TABLE-4.2, Applications claimed in Bhuvan Portal are NO APPLICATIONS 
that offer integration of multi-layers of maps or multi-parametric analysis BUT are just Spatial 
Mashups (meaning overlay displays) for just 7 limited areas. In GIS parlance, 
these characteristics DO NOT QUALIFY TO BECALLED GIS APPLICATIONS. Here are the very 
rudimentary applications on Bhuvan Portal:
43.1. Agriculture – just displaying newspaper and online reports of pests in village-basis 
for some states only and Agriculture plantation – where only tea garden locations are 
shown for Assam and West Bengal of 2011;
43.2. E-Governance – supposed to be De-centralized planning at panchayat level and mainly 
a display and visualization module of data from SIS-DP project (containing 6- Thematic 
layers 1:10K). Presently the module has various user-interfaces but no planning is 
possible because of lack of panchayat level and Asset data. Thus, the tools are symbolic 
and do not portray any panchayat level decision information. The module is not robust- 
module hangs many times; design and user interface needs improvement.  
43.3. Events – mentioning and displaying images/maps of 2013 KumbhMela and Sports- 
displaying few stadium location of some sports and where some sporadic sports event 
that just display sport events – like Champions league 2011 etc.
43.4. Forestry – just displaying 2011-12 and older forest data from reports and images for 
just 2 states. Few more point layers like Mangroves, Core Relief, Bio-Sphere Reserves, 
conservations, Industrial pollution etc are present which are present only in few places. 
43.5. Irrigation – where AIBP irrigation project data is displayed on image.
43.6. Tourism – displaying basic images and sketchy 2010 tourism data for just 5 cities; 
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43.7. Urban – mentioning Municipal Administration but having only one Ludhiana data; 
Urban Growth display for just 22 cities and Urban Information System returning same 
map display.
43.8. Rural- Maps of ground water prospects for 22 states are displayed mainly as rock types, 
landforms and structures without any co-relation or legend for prospects of ground 
water. Thus, the module hardly serves any decision support for ground water at local 
area or even at district/state.
43.9. School- Contains very small scale aggregated un-query able maps of weather, rainfall, 
population density etc. which apart from a coarse pictorial depiction is unable to serve 
any geography or scientific knowledge for students at any level.
44. THUS, BHUVAN APPLICATIONS/SERVICES ARE NOTHING BUT MAP-DISPLAYS AND 
HAVE NO GIS INTEGRATION; GIS APPLICATIONS OR GIS DECISION SUPPORT 
CAPABILITY. SUCH PORTAL CAPABILITIES CAN ONLY SERVE DISPLAY AND PREVIEW 
PURPOSES AND NOT FOR SERIOUS GIS DECISION-SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS.
45. At design level also there are tremendous in-consistencies in functions, displays and results. Some 
of the notable observations are:
45.1. A good professional GIS Portal design needs to be adopted for substantially improving 
even the display and visualization capability.
45.2. Professional design tools for GIS Portal – dashboard design, functional consistency, Help 
design etc is required as there is tremendous in-consistency in same functions across 
Bhuvan. In fact, industry-standard Portal development tools in forms of Java Portlet 
API, Lucene, James, and Slide are extremely useful for constructing and deploying 
portal applications. Tools for efficient search engine and query syntax, Apache James 
configuration, object to relational mapping concepts with Jakarta OJB are modern 
concepts that can be used and enhance GIS Portal functionality. 
45.3. Testing and robustness has been poor – there are repeated breaks, disruptions, no data, 
bugs etc and these are not good for a professional Portal.
45.4. Help is very poor and not at all professional help. Professional Help tools need to be 
used.
45.5. It would be good if Bhuvan peruses some of the world’s best GIS Portals – especially 
USGS National Map, Google Earth, CERN GIS Portal, INSPIRE Portal, Dutch Cadastre 
Portal, MapmyIndia Portal, OneMap of Singapore, ArcGIS Online and many others that 
use some state-of-art concepts; Bhuvan can learn a lot from these.
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46. Performance-wise too, Bhuvan has a lot to improve. Here are some observations:
46.1. The performance is very slow – it takes almost few minutes for many GIS operations 
(tested using a NKN network access of Bhuvan AND 4g LTE access of Bhuvan).
46.2. Performance seems to be taking a hit as cache-technology seems poor OR server loads 
are not appropriate OR network access is slow – BUT net result for user is a poor 
performance. In our suggestion at least 10-order improvement of performance is called 
for.
46.3. Robustness is lacking – many times there are breaks and hanging situation, audit-trails 
do not pick past actions, click-minimization techniques are not adopted, HELP is poor 
and many other robust features are poor.
47. Looking at the overall Bhuvan portal, it looks that what has been achieved is that for the first 
time in India all the past NRSC/NNRMS old record maps have been as-is digitalized and made 
available for display which users can visualize. But there is very limited GIS querying possible. 
It is also very clear that there is hardly any decision support capability that can be possible from 
Bhuvan because it contains such old records data. Without a seamless and standardized GIS 
database which is constantly updated and without including ministry or ground data, Bhuvan is 
unable to be useful for decision support system by ministry/ states.
48. In our suggestion, below are some important architecture concepts for Portals that can be adopted:
48.1. The main concept of Bhuvan must be to present the user with a single “web page” that 
brings together or aggregates various content (images, GIS-data, text, attributes etc) 
from a number of GIS content databases across different database servers.
48.2. The architecture of Bhuvan is crucial – with a robust application server connected to a 
bank of database servers/storage and may be part of a clustered server environment. 
Cloud-technology and virtualization can improve efficiency of performance. High-
capacity portal configurations may call for efficient load balancing strategies.
48.3. As Bhuvan presents GIS data (and applications???) to the user, the portal server must 
in reality be the front piece of a server configuration that includes efficient network 
connectivity to the application server.
48.4. Hopefully, Bhuvan server looks to be only a “pass through” for the user – and use of 
portals, application functionality are presented in any number of portal pages. For the 
most part, this architecture must be transparent to the user.
48.5. Load Analysis needs to be done properly - concurrent user capacity is an important issue, 
and Bhuvan designers need to ensure that large number of concurrent authenticated 
and authorized users can generate GIS data requests and get results successfully. 
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3.4. SUMMARY
49. In summary, it is clear from above analysis that:
49.1. Bhuvan is more a collection of available map – more a data-bank - just a collection 
of old, project-specific and varied data. In our assessment, Bhuvan has just ~<5% of 
high-value GIS content – rest 95% is just old historical data layers. Bhuvan is far away 
from any systematic, seamless, nation-wide GIS database that many nations/agencies 
are offering.
49.2. Bhuvan Portal has very rudimentary GIS display and visualization. In fact, it does not 
have any serious ministry/governance/citizens applications OR integrative GIS analysis 
and Decision Support capability at all. Bhuvan cannot address GIS Decision Support 
needs of governance issues – like needs of MNREGA, JNNURM, Panchayati Raj, Power, 
Rural Development, Planning Commission application needs, Urban Development 
needs and many others.
49.3. Bhuvan Portal design, architecture and infrastructure is limited and thus is very slow 
and erratic in performance.
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NatioNal iNstitute of advaNced studies
FIGURE-4.1-Help on utility which is not present in the portal
FIGURE-4.2- Wrong location of Mysore, Karnataka
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Bhuvan Portal
FIGURE-4.3- Erroneous result of search using Location name 
FIGURE-4.4- Malfunctioning of Overview Map
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FIGURE-4.5- Erroneous result of WMS Manager tool
FIGURE-4.6- Error message while operating Bhuvan 3D plug-in
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Bhuvan Portal
FIGURE-4.7-Limitations of Table of Content in Bhuvan 3D
FIGURE-4.8- Malfunctioning of Add layer (WMS) in Bhuvan 3D
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FIGURE-4.9- Difficulty in finding the layer name in GIS Tool of Bhuvan 3D
FIGURE-4.10- Wrong functioning of buffer in GIS Tool of Bhuvan 3D
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Bhuvan Portal
FIGURE-4.11-Non-functioning of Add photo tool in Bhuvan 3D
FIGURE-4.12- Erroneous display of temperature data in Bhuvan 3D
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FIGURE-4.13-Wrong categorization of data in Disaster service (Cyclone)
FIGURE-4.14- Error while displaying Legend (Cyclone)
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FIGURE-4.15- Help content which is not relevant to Disaster Service (Cyclone)
FIGURE-4.16- Difficulty in viewing the village names
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FIGURE-4.17- Burnt area boundary without containing any Area information 
FIGURE-4.18- Difficulty in viewing landuse data with satellite image, with no 
transparency option in Disaster Service (Landslide) 
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Bhuvan Portal
FIGURE-4.19- Error in viewing the legend which doesn’t match with map in Disaster 
Service (Flood)
FIGURE-4.20- Map without any legend information in Disaster service (Flood) 
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FIGURE-4.21- Help menu with is irrelevant to Disaster Service  
FIGURE-4.22- Print options of Disaster service which has limited functionalities
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FIGURE-4.23- Old data (2014) in Ocean service
FIGURE-4.24- Short fall of functionality where we cannot overlay satellite image in 
Thematic Service
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FIGURE-4.25- Limited functionality of identify tool in Thematic Service
FIGURE-4.26- Wrong temperature information in Weather service
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FIGURE-4.27- Limited data & repeating data service in Climate &  
environment service
FIGURE-4.28- Wrong legend display of state portal service
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FIGURE-4.29- Data populated outside the state boundary in state portal service 
FIGURE-4.30- Empty dataset in ocean services of state portal service
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FIGURE-4.31- Limitation of Agriculture (Pest/Disease Surveillance) application
FIGURE-4.32- Malfunction of tool in Agriculture plantation application
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FIGURE-4.33- Spelling errors in Irrigation Application
FIGURE-4.34- Malfunction of the dropdown list in Forest Application (Karnataka)
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Bhuvan Portal
FIGURE-4.35- Mis match of vector data and satellite image in Forest application 
(Karnataka)
FIGURE-4.36- Irrelevant information in Landscape layer in Forest application 
(Karnataka)
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FIGURE-4.37- Layer mis match between LULC Forest boundary and Forest Dept Forest 
boundary in Forest application (Karnataka)
FIGURE-4.38- Wrong display of legend in Forest application (Ministry of  
Environment and Forest)
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FIGURE-4.39- Erroneous result of search in E- Governance application
(Decentralise Planning)
FIGURE-4.40- Limitation of Query tool in E- Governance application
(Decentralise Planning)
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FIGURE-4.41-spelling mistake in Urban application
(Municipal GIS)
FIGURE-4.42- incomplete point information in Urban application
(Municipal GIS)
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FIGURE-4.43- Repetition of service in Urban application
(Urban Information System)
FIGURE-4.44- Limitation of Urban (Urban Growth Monitoring) application
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FIGURE-4.45- Disassociation of data with Rural (Ground Water) application
FIGURE-4.46- Limitation of data in Tourism (Tourism-GIS) application
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FIGURE-4.47- Information where most of them are from Wikipedia source in Tourism 
(Archeology) application
FIGURE-4.48- Un-verified data display in Special Application (MANU)
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FIGURE-4.49- Old data display in Special Application (Sports in India)
FIGURE-4.50- Non functioning Data ordering facility in Special Application (IRS Pass 
Quick Looks) 
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5.  inDia nsDi poRtal
5.1. INTRODUCTION
50. NSDI is India’s only Geoportal which facilitates search on metadata. It is a single window display 
of several organizations’ metadata along with few GIS layers. 
51. It is one of the portal which displays spatial information for citizens through maps in India.
52 NSDI data is available with the collaborations and partnership with SOI, DST, GSI, FSI, NBSSSLUP, 
MoD, MHA, MoES, Census of India etc. 
53. This report includes an independent test and evaluation - technical evaluation report of design 
and functional characteristics of NSDI from http://www.nsdiindia.gov.in/nsdi/nsdiportal/index.
jsp as of July, 2014 and again April, 2015. 
53.1 In order to make a high-quality GIS Portal for India under National GIS, A study was 
carried out on various Indian GIS portals. NSDI Geoportal is one among them.
53.2 We want to evaluate the “bar” that needs to be set for excellence and quality that 
matches any other effort in the world, nay, not just matches but surpasses it to make a 
high-quality GIS Portal of India. In doing so, we hope to learn and make best technical 
knowledge available for us for the future.
5.2. NSDI GEOPORTAL DATA
54 In TABLE-5.1 a detailed assessment of NSDI has been provided. NSDI Geoportal has a following 
project Dataset.
54.1 Administrative Boundaries up to taluk level on 1:250000 scale and Topographic features 
like contour, habitation on 1:50000 scale of Survey of India top sheets.
54.2 Hydrology map of 1:50000 scale and Transport layer Road and Rail of 1:50000 scale.
54.3 Thematic layer like Land use data of 1:50000 of NNRMS project.
54.4 Non- Spatial data like metadata from different agencies are available.
54.5 IRS images from Bhuvan website.
54.6 The above listed layers are available only for few pockets of India. Seamless data is not 
available.
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54.7 The data which are available is of old (around 15-20years) vintage. Current and 
updated data is not available.
55 In TABLE-5.1 a detailed assessment of NSDI has been provided. The map and image data in NSDI 
has the following characteristics:
55.1 NSDI mainly concentrates on the Metadata. GIS layers are present, servers as a base 
layers.
55.2 Most of the spatial layers are derived from top sheets. Current database is not available.
55.3 Maps which are available are in non query able format; As a result we cannot query any 
layers.
55.4 NSDI has its own metadata standards and metadata which are available in respective 
format. 
5.3. NSDI GEOPORTAL SERVICES/APPLICATIONS
56 In TABLE- 5.1 a detailed assessment of NSDI has been provided. Below are some important 
observations/examples of NSDI Geoportal services/applications:
56.1 Basic visualization tools like pan, zoom, Lat long display, scale display are present.
56.2 Some of the layer specific tools like reordering, transparency, fit to layer are present. 
57 Save (gml) and upload content operations can be done only on OGC complaint files. Other GIS 
formats are not supported.
58 Map query can be performed only on Map Index (Grids) other spatial layers don’t have this 
facility.
59 Metadata services are available through spatial query and non-spatial query. Results appear as per 
metadata formats. User can only view these results but there is no facility to save the data. 
60 NSDI provides WMS services from BHUVAN portal- Satellite images are available from Bhuvan. 
User can over layer vector data on that. However this feature is available for limited area.
61 There is no Print Service available in this portal.
62 There is NO GIS APPLICATIONS present in NSDI Geoportal.
113NatioNal iNstitute of advaNced studies
IndIa nSdI Portal
63 In TABLE- 5.1 a detailed assessment of NSDI Design and Architecture has been provided. Some 
of the notable observations are:
63.1 A good professional GIS Portal design needs to be adopted in order to improve outlook 
of the portal and also more emphasis should be given on GIS capabilities like advance 
query options, print, save data in different GIS formats etc.
63.2 Robustness of the portal can be improved. 
63.3 Help content can be reviewed again and should be made more relevant and more users 
friendly.
63.4 Apart from Mozilla, Portal can be made compatible with other browsers also.
64 Performance- wise NSDI can focus on following areas.
64.1 Layer rendering is slow- many times portal hangs. Most of the time portal doesn’t works.
64.2 Caching and Tiling techniques can be used to improve the performance.
64.3 Speed of services can be improvised with better Hardware capacity.
5.4. SUMMARY
65 NSDI Geoportal mainly focus on “Metadata” there are not much GIS capabilities.
66 GIS layers available are at base level and cannot address major decision support needs from 
different government needs.
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FIGURE-5.1- Table of content
FIGURE-5.2- Error while registering to the website
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FIGURE-5.3- Navigation Tool
FIGURE-5.4- Limited layer availability for using identify tool
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FIGURE-5.5- Non-GIS Ready format through Save context tool
FIGURE-5.6- Error display while using Upload context tool
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IndIa nSdI Portal
FIGURE-5.7- Limited function-ality of measure tool
FIGURE-5.8- Irrelevant Help menu content  
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FIGURE-5.9- Metadata tool
FIGURE-5.10- Repetition of Lat, Long box in spatial metadata tool
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FIGURE-5.11- Usage of Bhuvan service
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6.  mapmyinDia poRtal
6.1. INTRODUCTION
67. MapmyIndia has their own “portal” with same name as “MapmyIndia.com” through which it 
provides “visual window” of their collected information.
68. Although MapmyIndia does not contain GIS relevant data. Portal mainly concentrates on providing 
information service about the locations than allowing doing any sort of GIS analysis. 
69. Portal provides “window” about information about the specific/desired location. This information 
is mainly related “may I help you”. 
70. This report includes an independent test and evaluation-technical evaluation report of design and 
functional characteristics of MapmyIndia at http://maps.MapmyIndia.com/ - as of July, 2014 and 
again April, 2015. 
70.1 This is not a “loud critic” of MapmyIndia- is a just analysis of capabilities of MapmyIndia- 
the study give insights into the standing level of Indian Portal and help us to get a more 
standards and high quality progression for National GIS.
70.2 We appreciate to MapmyIndia –in kind in India and that has made a good service for 
geographical search we can search some specific category with specific features along 
with routes.
71. In coming days, we hope to also bring out such evaluation of other GIS Portal Services in India and 
ultimately make a impacting design statement adoption for National GIS.
6.2. MAPMYINDIA DATA
72. MapmyIndia has the following project dataset.
Note: Portal claims following dataset is available but in reality the statement varies. In other words, Portal 
claims that they have huge dataset available for services but not much data is available or cannot see 
on the portal.
72.1 All India State Boundary is available (including 28 states and 7 Union Territories 
Reported by portal). 
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72.2 District Boundaries are available (640 in number Reported by portal) – Cannot see any 
District Boundary
72.3 Sub-district Boundaries are available (5924 in number Reported by portal) – Cannot 
see any Sub District (Taluk) Boundary.
72.4 Town Boundaries defining municipal limits (7933 is available Reported by portal).– 
Cannot see any Town Boundary
72.5 Ward Boundary for towns, Villages, both as points and boundaries is available. – Cannot 
see any Ward boundary Villages are available as point but village boundary cannot be 
seen. 
72.6 7000 cities with boundaries by MapmyIndia considering urban agglomerates (Reported) 
– Cannot see any city boundary.
72.7 Some Specific Sub-localities within localities are available. This information is available 
in points.
72.8 House numbers for over 50 large cities are available (Reported)- Can search by house 
no but doesn’t display in the map.
72.9 Road network data covering over 2 million road kilometers connecting every village 
and town. (Reported)
72.10 Railway network (~70,000 kms) is available (Reported). 
72.11 Traffic layer only for Bangalore, Delhi, Pune, Mumbai, Hyderabad, and Chennai is 
available. 
72.12 Restaurants, Hotels, Recreation Places, Travel & tourism, Commercial and Shopping 
places, Community Services, Religious places, Medical Facilities, Transportation 
services, Residential Apartments etc. - point of interest are available. 
73. MapmyIndia data has following characteristics
73.1 MapmyIndia have no separate layers; they have single display of all data on that user 
can’t do any operation since no GIS layers available.
73.2 MapmyIndia have good point of interest data that is from specific category to specific 
features such so user can get good information with MapmyIndia.  These points are 
available only in point shape with information about it.   
74. MapmyIndia is more informative oriented portal. This cannot be considered as a GIS portal. 
MapmyIndia is far away from being called GIS portal. 
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6.3. MAPMYINDIA SERVICES
75. In TABLE- 6.1 a detailed assessment of MapmyIndia Portal has been provided. However, here are 
some summary of observations/examples of the limited nature of MapmyIndia portal:
75.1 Portal has good display as a map. Map pans fast and smooth. Available “Search” option 
is limited since it cannot be searched by co-ordinates. It can be search by name. Co-
ordinates should be search if it would have been GIS Portal.
75.2 Geographical search service is limited. Multiple utility cannot be searched in single 
route.
75.3 Direction route is well defined, 5 destination points can add at a time. It shows good 
direction from start to end. Also it shows duration & distance in linear unit. Since it is 
limited service again, it shows only road direction, not pathways or any other mode of 
travelling. 
75.4 Portal has added service “Add Address/Location”, this service allow user to add their 
location on portal. Portal assigns a unique code to the location and that location can be 
searched by other user with same location name. It is not sure whether portal verifies 
user added location. 
75.5 Portal provides geographical location widget service which can convert into code and 
can be use that directly in development application. 
75.6 Portal provides print menu with limited services. It does not allow user to modify 
description, no scale bar, map scale and so on. Map can be zoom in/out in the print 
menu before to take a print. 
76. THUS, MapmyIndia SERVICES ARE MAP-DISPLAYS AND HAVE NO GIS INTEGRATION; 
GIS APPLICATIONS OR GIS DECISION SUPPORT CAPABILITY. SUCH PORTAL 
CAPABILITIES CAN ONLY SERVE DISPLAY AND PREVIEW PURPOSES AND NOT FOR 
SERIOUS GIS DECISION-SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS.
77. Portal lacks in design/architecture level. 
77.1 Portal need to adopt high-end technology to portray MapmyIndia as a GIS Portal. 
Currently portal can be defined as display purpose, not for any analysis.
77.2 Map available on the portal is indefinable since it cannot be recognized as base map 
or GIS layers. Map pans fast and smooth with zoom in/out facility, that’s good feature 
about it. 
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77.3 Since there are no GIS layer available so it is tough to comment on robustness & 
categorized or group of layers. There is no option available to access single layer or 
attribute of it. 
77.4 There is no “Help menu is available on the portal. Portal is very easy to use but having 
help menu would have been added advantage. 
78. Text size varies at different zoom levels. And text font size is proper and readable.
79. The performance of portal is very good. Map moves fast and can with no jerk. The available text 
is easy to read while map is being panned, zoomed in/out. 
80. Portal does not contain lot of data or any other application or services. The architecture of the 
portal seems very low and need to develop the standards in terms of providing good GIS services 
and application.
6.4. SUMMARY
81. In summary, it is clear from above analysis that:
81.1 MapmyIndia is just a display purpose and not for GIS analysis.
81.2 MapmyIndia have Limited GIS functions.
81.3 MapmyIndia Portal design, architecture and infrastructure are user friendly but very 
basic, nothing great or attractive about it.
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MapMyIndIa portal
Figure – 6.1- Map Viewer
Figure –6.2- Navigation Tool
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Figure – 6.3- String Search
Figure– 6.4- Driving Direction Tool
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MapMyIndIa portal
Figure – 6.5- Geographical Search
Figure– 6.6- User Interface (add place) tool
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Figure – 6.7- Map Widgets Tool
Figure – 6.8- Traffic Layer by Green & Red Line
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7.  pRototype k-gis poRtal
7.1. INTRODUCTION
82. Prototype K-GIS is a portal of Karnataka State Remote Sensing Application Centre (KSRSAC) 
through which provides “visual displays” of organization own data.
83. Prototype K-GIS has successfully managed to display IRS images and thematic maps – providing 
“window” into the spatial data holding of KSRSAC. The initiated efforts of displaying the IRS 
image & spatial data on web are appreciable. The content, quality and service are good with the 
advance state of web-mapping and GIS services technology in the world. 
84. It not wise to compare Prototype K-GIS portal with other GIS portal available on web but the 
portal is well sufficient in its services to serve the analysis with available dataset on the portal. At 
the moment portal has accommodated Karnataka state data but it is possible to incorporate other 
state and can be done for entire country. 
85. This reports includes an independent test and evaluation – technical evaluation report of design 
and functional characteristics of Prototype K-GIS –http://164.100.133.66/g2g/#/Views/
LoginPage.xaml as of July, 2014 and again April, 2015. 
85.1  This is not critic on Prototype K-GIS – but is a just analysis of the capabilities of Prototype 
K-GIS – the study has been taken up by NIAS Research team to give insight into the 
standing-level of Indian GIS Portal and help us to get a more standards and high-quality 
progression for National GIS.
85.2  We salute the efforts of Prototype K-GIS – that has made a telling impact in the satellite 
images scenario. 
85.3  Since the this study has taken to evaluate the ‘bar’ that need to be set for excellence and 
quality that matched any other efforts in the world, nay, not just matched but surpasses 
it to make a high-level GIS Portal on India. In doing so, we hope to learn and make best 
technical knowledge available for us for the future. 
86. In coming days, we hope to also bring out such evaluation for other GIS portal services in India 
and ultimately make an impacting design statement adoption for National GIS.
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7.2. Prototype K-GIS DATA
87. Prototype K-GIS has the following project dataset. Dataset can be dividing in two parts, State data 
& project data, state data covers complete state and project data cover pockets of state, as area of 
interest.
87.1 State Data are with 1:50,000 scale mainly year 2000 onward. Admin layers available 
updated and keep on updating as any changes takes place. Thematic layer are update 
data as well, as they have completed project of pockets of Karnataka state. Although 
year of those layers varies and scale.
87.2 List of State as follows- 10 Admin Layer, 42 Thematic Layer and two group of project 
with 32 layers. Also three satellite images have been incorporated with from 0.6 meter 
to 56 meter resolution. 
88. In Table-7.1 a detailed assessment of Prototype K-GIS has been provided. The map and image 
data in Prototype K-GIS has following characteristics
88.1 Admin layer of Prototype K-GIS is derived from raster images provided from authorized 
agencies. As data has been geo-processed and made it more accurate to use as a 
benchmark of state admin layers to user. Project has been gone through same procedure 
to make accurate but there are possible edge matching issues since they are derived at 
different scale as compare to admin layer. 
88.2 Most of the data are of year 2000 onwards and generated at different time-period. 
Admin data doesn’t change often but thematic layers are updated and keep on updating 
as project demands. As a result, the current situation analysis is quite reliable with 
available dataset. 
88.3 Most of thematic layers including admin layer are available on 1:50,000 scale. They 
have been created as project demanded. There are no large scale data available for 
state. Project which cover small pockets of state has been created on 1:10,000 scale but 
they might have cover all required thematic layers. 
88.4 Prototype K-GIS data covers whole state of Karnataka. The thematic layers are seamless 
and quite consistent. The attributes of each layer consisted and well checked.  
88.5 Most of the attributes of the layer cover basic but important information. There are 
no any ministry/department/user related data except Village layer. Demographic & 
occupation data has been integrated with village layer. Along with this census code data 
is available with all admin layers which maintain the census code of years 2001 & 2011.
88.6 There are no real time services available at the moment, like weather reports, warning 
& alerts but portal is compatible for such services to be available. Thus, linkage to 
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e-services and citizen services can be undertaken. Portal has facility to give feedback in 
order to improve the user services
88.7 Prototype K-GIS can be claimed GIS-Ready portal can be ready to integrate little other 
GIS functionality in future. Prototype K-GIS does not contain data for rest of country. 
Integrating rest of country data would be challenging to Prototype K-GIS administrator 
but having that portal would be most advance GIS portal in India. 
89 From a technical perspective, Prototype K-GIS is a good collection of Dataset with 
huge count of layer with three high resolution satellite images. These layers are 
not update till 2014 but they are latest layers. Portal is compatible to append new 
layer easily. The analysis done on available layers are reliable. 
7.3. PROTOTYPE K-GIS SERVICES/APPLICATION
90. In Table-7.1 a detailed assessment of Prototype K-GIS Portal has been provided. Below are 
important observation/examples of Prototype K-GIS Portal Services/Application 
90.1 Prototype K-GIS has tools that can help to display/query – display maps, distance query, 
measure query overlay data etc. – all are basic but still useful to do analysis. 
90.2 Prototype K-GIS has seamless data which covers entire state data that increases analysis 
power for user. 
90.3 Query can be obtained on Spatial and Attribute basis on seamlessly available data 
which enriches the analysis power. Also having available buffer tool gives analytical 
liberty to user. Added print tool on portal is allowing user to add their description. 
Different annotations can be added to the portal which can be shared with other user. 
This is one of remarkable utility of Prototype K-GIS. 
90.4 Since data contain on portal is seamless, the queries shows good result. Data might not 
be latest but services available on the portal plays vital role. 
91. Application- There isn’t any dedicated applications available on the portal. Small projects have 
been integrated to achieve desired analysis which could be converted in application in future. In 
future such application can be developed by understanding real requirement in terms of weather, 
agriculture and so on.
92. Few Portal design perspectives are as follows 
92.1 Prototype K-GIS Portal has good professional design. Portal has managed to provide 
good    display and visualization capability.
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92.2 Portal has good combination of dashboard design, functional consistency, and help 
design. 
92.3 Layers have grouped well and testing and robustness has done professionally. 
92.4 Help function is quite comprehensive and contains every help user needed.
93. Few insight on Performance of the portal are as follows
93.1 The performance of portal is good. At times certain query takes long time to perform 
but portal is stable, it does not crash or hangs while performing ‘long-waited’ queries. 
93.2 Since robustness of data has done well the performance of manage to improve at good 
level. 
7.4. SUMMARY
94.  In summary, it is clear from above analysis that:
94.1 Prototype K-GIS portal contain not only huge dataset but also different resolution 
satellite images. Data is quite systematic, seamless and layers are available at state-
wide. Data might not be update till 2014 but the analyses are reliable since data is 
available on for whole state.
94.2 Prototype K-GIS does not have any dedicated application towards any government 
department or ministry. Although census code data has been integrated with admin 
layers and demographic and occupation data has been incorporated with village layer. 
But layer are definitely ready to be compatible with any other MIS data from any source. 
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FIGURE-7.1- Admin layers in Table of Content
FIGURE-7.2- State layers in Table of Content
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FIGURE-7.3- IRDP Project layers in Table of Content
FIGURE-7.4- NUIS Project layers in Table of Content
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FIGURE-7.5- Asset layers in Table of Content
FIGURE-7.6- User- Ingest (Markup) tool 
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FIGURE-7.7- Map viewer with the view of available functionalities
FIGURE-7.8- Organised arrangement of Table of content
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FIGURE-7.9- Other functionalities available in Table of content
FIGURE-7.10- Navigation tools
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FIGURE-7.11- Location of coordinates, Scale Bar, Map Scale & Progress Bar
FIGURE-7.12- Length measurement using Measure tool
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FIGURE-7.13- Area measurement using Measure tool
FIGURE-7.14- Buffer tool using Point
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FIGURE-7.15- Buffer tool using Line
FIGURE-7.16- Buffer tool using Polygon
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FIGURE-7.17- Search Tool 
FIGURE-7.18- Standard tools
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FIGURE-7.19- Advance tools
FIGURE-7.20- KSRAC BaseMap option
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FIGURE-7.23- Other available BaseMap options
FIGURE-7.24- Spatial Query tool
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FIGURE-7.25- Attribute Query tool
FIGURE-7.26- Options available in Print tool 
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FIGURE-7.27- Options available in Markup tool
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8.  suRveykshan poRtal oF soi
8.1. INTRODUCTION
95. Surveykshan is a Geoportal of, Survey of India which is responsible for all geodetic, geophysical 
and topographical surveys and maps within India, including those of government forests, 
cantonments, and town guide maps; and for any special surveys and maps that the Government 
of India may authorize, such as those for international boundaries etc.
96. Surveykshan displays Survey of India’s Digital OSM maps in WMS format, which is at present 
available for 22 states of India.
97. This report includes an independent test and evaluation - technical evaluation report of design and 
functional characteristics of Surveykshan portal from http://www.surveykshan.gov.in/ viewed as 
of July, 2014 and again April, 2015. .
97.1 In order to make a high-quality GIS Portal for India under National GIS, A study was 
carried out on various Indian GIS portals. NSDI Geoportal is one among them.
97.2 We want to evaluate the “bar” that needs to be set for excellence and quality that 
matches any other effort in the world, nay, not just matches but surpasses it to make a 
high-quality GIS Portal of India. In doing so, we hope to learn and make best technical 
knowledge available for us for the future.
8.2. SURVEYKSHAN GEOPORTAL DATA
98. In TABLE-8.1 a detailed assessment of Surveykshan has been provided. SOI Geoportal has a 
following project Dataset.
98.1 Administrative Boundaries upto like India boundary, State boundary, District & Taluk.
98.2 Other topographic map like Contours, Road, Rail, Habitation, Utilities, and Hydrography 
are present.
98.3 Thematic layer like Landcover data exists. Grid data, India UTM Grid with Grid number 
of 50k are available.
98.4 There is no non- Spatial data available in this portal. Image services are also not 
available.
98.5 The above listed layers are available only for about 22 states.
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99. In TABLE-8.1 a detailed assessment of Surveykshan has been provided. The map data has the 
following characteristics:
99.1 Spatial Layers which are present in Surveykshan portal is a digital map display of 
toposheets. 
99.2 Current Thematic maps or more GIS layers are not available in the portal.
8.3. SURVEYKSHAN GEOPORTAL SERVICES/APPLICATIONS
100. In TABLE- 8.1 a detailed assessment has been provided. Below are some important observations/
examples of Surveykshan Geoportal services/applications:
100.1 Basic visualization tools like pan zoom in, zoom out, previous extent, next extent, Fit to 
extent window are present.
100.2 Few other information which are showed in status bar include Map scale, Map display 
area in meters, Box bound value XY Min & XY Max in DMS format, cursor movement 
shows Lat & Long values in DMS format.
101. Measure Tool- Measure tool is available for measuring distance between two points. There is a 
separate tool for measuring area.
102. Map query can be performed only on MapIndex (Grids) other spatial layers don’t have this facility.
103. Print Service are available in two options one is normal print where we can take print according to 
the software we use and other is Advance printing facility, Where user can take customized print. 
104. There is NO GIS APPLICATIONS present in Surveykshan Geoportal.
105. In TABLE- 8.1 a detailed assessment of Design and Architecture has been provided. Some of the 
notable observations are:
105.1 Portal design is pretty good. However some of the GIS tool like query, search, Download 
Buffer etc can be made available in the portal.
105.2 Help tool can be made available for the portal user. It would be helpful for most of the 
Non- GIS users.
105.3 Apart from Mozilla & IE Portal can be made compatible with other browsers also.
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106. Performance- wise Surveykshan can focus on following areas
106.1 Layer rendering is slow.
106.2 Caching and Tiling techniques can be used to improve the performance.
106.3 Speed of services can be improvised with better hardware capacity.
8.4. SUMMARY
107. Surveykshan portal focuses on displaying digital maps of toposheets.
108. GIS layers available are at base level and cannot address major decision support needs from 
different government sectors. However if SOI portal provides download option, one can use 
authoritative boundary for other GIS activities.
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FIGURE-8.1- Structured arrangement of Table of Content
FIGURE-8.2- Error in displaying the data outside the state boundary
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FIGURE-8.3- Display of map layers according to the scale
FIGURE-8.4- Non-functioning of the Thematic and Search tools
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FIGURE-8.5- Navigation tool
FIGURE-8.6- Limited functionality of Layer book tool
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FIGURE-8.7- Select tool 
FIGURE-8.8- Measure tool
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FIGURE-8.9- Options available in print tool
FIGURE-8.10- Advance printing tool options
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FIGURE-8.11- Pdf which doesn’t contain legend and full display of comments
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9.  nicmaps poRtal oF nic
9.1. INTRODUCTION
109. NICMAPS is a “portal” of National Information Centre (NIC) through which it provides “visual 
display” of MIS data from NIC and Spatial data from Survey of India (SOI). 
110. NICMAPS has managed to display the IRS images and thematic maps – providing “window” into 
the spatial data holding Survey of India (SOI) and non-spatial data holding of National Information 
Centre (NIC). NIC has managed to provide good content, quality and services through portal to 
GIS community. 
111. NICMAPS is that provides a “window” to Indian spatial data along with satellite images. However 
it can be compared with few other map services provider like Google in terms of location findings 
and routes between locations. BUS NIC portal is pure GIS web portal service which provides MIS 
dataset with respect to spatial data (Admin Boundaries). In other words, the services provided by 
NIC portal are much different than services provided by other map viewer.
112. This report includes an independent test and evaluation – technical report of design and functional 
characteristics of NIC – The URL resides at following address http://nicpmaps.rsgis.nic.in of mid 
of October 2014. 
112.1 This is not a critic but an evaluation and observations of the portal. The analysis of the 
capabilities of NICMAPS, the study has been taking up by NIAS Research team to give 
insight into the standing-level of GIS Portal and help us to get a more standards and 
high-quality progression for National GIS.
112.2 The efforts of NICMAPS are noticeable since NIC have administered spatial data in 
“portal” format.
112.3 The concept of evaluating the “bar” that needs to be set for excellence and quality that 
matches any other efforts in the world, nay, not just matched but surpasses it to make a 
high-quality GIS Portal of India. In doing so, we hope to learn and make best technical 
knowledge available for us for the future.
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9.2. NICMAP DATA
113. NICMAPS has the following project dataset:
113.1 Administrative Maps: (5 Layers) state_hq2011 (Point), District_hq2011 (Point), subdt_
hq2011 (Point), state2011 (Polygon), district2011 (Polygon), subdt_bnd_2011.
113.2 Villages: (3 Layers) Villages (Polygon), Census Villages (Point), Habitations (Point)
113.3 Administrative Places: (8 Layers) National Capital (Point), State Capitals (Point), 
District Headquarters (Point), Sub District Headquarters (Point), Census Towns (Point), 
Panchayat Headquarters (Point), Census Villages (Point), Habitations (Point)
113.4 Administrative Boundaries: (4 Layers) State Boundaries (Polygon), District Boundaries 
(Polygon), Sub-District Boundaries (Polygon), Block Boundaries (Polygon)
113.5 Bhuvan: Satellite Imagery 
113.6 NIC: Terrain, Satellite Imagery [AWiFS (56M), LISS (23.5), PAN (5.8M)], 3 Base Maps 
(Scale Range 1:40 to 1:40000)
113.7 ESRI(External map has incorporated):TopoMap, Hybrid (World Boundaries & Places), 
Hybrid (World Transportation), Hybrid (World Imagery 15cm-60cm), StreetMaps, 
Aerial (World Imagery 15cm-60cm)
114. In Table-9.1 a detailed assessment of NICMAPS has been provided. The map and images data in 
NICMAPS has the following characteristics:
114.1 NIC (National Information Centre) concentrates on maintaining non-spatial data for 
entire nation and organization has collected spatial data (Admin Boundaries) from 
Survey of India (SOI) to build NICMAPS.
114.2 The spatial boundaries have been categorized in three groups. Data resides at each 
category cannot be collapse or it does not have option to switch on/off individually. 
The group of layers has been integrated in single category where shape of layer has 
no bar. Since all layers appears at time since they resides in single category, NICMAPS 
has set the scale for those layer to avoid being clumsy. The visibility of data begins at 
1:36,978,595 till 1:4,514. 
114.3 The layers (Spatial Data) available the portal has been updated as per OG standards. 
Portal claims around 1000 layers have been updated as per OGC standards.
114.4 NICMAPS has incorporated three satellite images with different resolutions such AWiFS 
(56m), LISS (23.5 M) & PAN (5.80M) to produce good resolution base map. These base 
maps are cashed at scale from 1:40 Million to 1:40000.
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114.5 NICMAPS has also integrated ready to use base maps from BHUVAN & ESRI to analyze 
their spatial data.
114.6 Data available on the portal seems latest but it’s unable to find the last updated date & 
year on the portal. 
114.7 There are no live updates, warnings & crowd sourcing information available on the 
portal. 
114.8 Downloading data is partially possible. The spatial layers cannot be downloaded but the 
attribute (tabular format) data can. Attribute data can be download in text or CSV format.
115. From technical perspective, NICMAPS is quite close to GIS portal with voluminous spatial 
inventories. From technical stand-point, NICMAPS pleases user for making available spatial data 
and helps them in their decision making. 
9.3. NICMAPS SERVICES/APPLICATIONS
116. In Table-9.1 a detailed assessment of NICMAPS Portal has been provided. Below is some 
important observation/example of the portal.
116.1 NICMAPS does not support any application on the portal but it does provide services 
which are useful to user.
116.2 NICMAPS might not be offering data downloading & mathematical/logical queries but 
they have little advance services like Locators, Swipe & Spotlight, Elevation profile and 
so on. Locator is certainly one of innovative service NICMAPS has introduces which 
work as a GIS search engine and can find location not only by names but also by pin 
code of location. It has also integrated ESRI’s locator search which helps to find out 
single line address. Swipe & Spotlight is another good service portal has included which 
separates spatial layers from base map temporarily with user area of interest.  Elevation 
profile gives elevation information about desired location. It’s a quick tool which is very 
user friendly and gives results of Height/Depth (Meter) Vs. Distance (Kilometer).
116.3 Portal does carry strong GIS characteristics with services like, Identity, Search, fixing 
AOI as per user’s perspective. 
116.4 Portal does not allow making bookmarks but it does have ready to use bookmarks 
which can directly zooms to location when it’s been clicked.
116.5 Legend doesn’t appear with layers in TOC but portal still offers separate list of layers 
with relevant legends.
116.6 Portal offers couple of option to take print. One is traditional option which allow user to 
define the title and will contain legends of layers and so on. On other hand portal offers 
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to take simple snapshot of portal by allowing user simply drawing on the portal and it 
can be saved as .jpg. 
117. NICMAPS does offer any application relevant to any theme or subject.
118. NICMAPS does carry GIS web portals characteristics and helps user to do analysis on their required 
parameter with available data. Portal has made available various innovative services to improve analysis 
abilities. Portal has successfully manage provide large number MIS data to user to do their analysis.
119. NICMAPS has designed portal completely from user point of view.
119.1 User needs to create an account to log in on portal. The look of portal is good and 
easy to understand for user. The services available on the portal are very user friendly 
though some of them are very innovative but still easy to understand and to operate. 
Spatial data may not a large in quantity but non spatial data is huge and that increases 
analytical power of portal.
119.2 The portal is quite stable and data available on it is quite robust. Portal has only three categories 
of layer but layers have categorized very well. They are easy to view and they have set scales. 
119.3 The panning of map is very smooth, map or base map does not jerk hard. The color used 
for designing is simple &eye pleasing. Base map can be change with single click and also 
each base map explains on the appearing on the tab which also make easy for user.
119.4 The text available on portal is very simple but still quite differentiable with respect to 
admin hierarchy. The labels aren’t part of layers, they are maintain separately as point 
data or at time appears as annotations.
120. Performance
120.1 The performance of portal is definitely appreciable. The design, data robust, services, architecture 
of portal and all other factor make portal quite stable product. None of the activities got stuck, 
crashed or failed to work during using it. Portal works very stable and robust. 
9.4. SUMMARY
121. In summary, it is clear from above analysis that:
121.1 NICMAPS sets benchmark as GIS portal with good combination of base map, satellite 
images spatial data with relevant attributes. 
121.2 The technical design and architecture of portal is well done which make portal quite 
stable, robust & user friendly. 
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NICMAPS PortAl of NIC
FIGURE-9.1- Administrative Map content list
FIGURE-9.2- Administrative Maps
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FIGURE-9.3- Administrative Places
FIGURE-9.4- Administrative Boundaries
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FIGURE-9.5- ESRI: TopoMaps
FIGURE-9.6- Bhuvan Satellite Imagery list
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FIGURE-9.7- Map Viewer Window
FIGURE-9.8- Table of Content
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FIGURE-9.11- Search using Name of the Location
FIGURE-9.12- Search using draw from defined shape
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NICMAPS PortAl of NIC
FIGURE-9.13- Measurement tool Using Draw line
FIGURE-9.14- Measured Area’s text, font & Color Can be define
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FIGURE-9.15- AOI Tool
FIGURE-9.16- Locator Tool
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FIGURE-9.19 Print Option
FIGURE-9.20- Bookmark Tool
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FIGURE-9.21- Legends of Layers
FIGURE-9.22- Vector layer in Swipe Tool
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FIGURE-9.23- Customizable radius of Swipe tool
FIGURE-9.24- Spotlight tool
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NICMAPS PortAl of NIC
FIGURE-9.25- Customizable radius in rectangle shape in Spotlight tool
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10.  conclusions
122. USGS- National Map viewer 
122.1 USGS National Map Portal has seamless, well organised and standardized GIS Content.
122.2 Robust map viewer and can do querying operations in easy ways. 
122.3 Portal is very robust with high performance.
122.4 Portal doesn’t contain any GIS application
123. Google Earth
123.1 Google Earth has seamless, well referenced high resolution images; most content is 
2012+ vintage with lots of Point of Interest. 
123.2 The Portal is extremely efficient and high-performing – with robust and reliable viewing 
services. 
123.3 The design and development templates are of high quality with good testing and roll-
out processes.
123.4  Not really a GIS with GIS-ready and GIS analysis capability. But widely used by citizens 
for their day - to- day activity
124. Bhuvan Portal
124.1 Bhuvan is “one-period” seamless visualization of IRS images for India. 
124.2 Bhuvan content is merely a “data bank” or REPOSITORY of NNRMS projects datasets 
that have been generated at different times, using different RS images and based on 
different map/GIS standards. 
124.3  Bhuvan service are just a visualization and display tool for the IRS images and data-
bank/repository data and does not offer integrative/analytical GIS Applications as 
Decision Support for users – governance, academia, industries or citizens. 
124.4 Bhuvan design needs to considerably improve and reliability/robustness has to enhance 
with good testing and use of standards.
125. India NSDI Portal
125.1 NSDI Portal conforms to NSDI Metadata. 
125.2 Limited GIS Layers which is not a GIS-ready format; mainly metadata population.
125.3 Performance, maintenance, updation and testing needs substantial improvement.
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125.4 No GIS decision support application is available. 
126. MapmyIndia Portal
126.1 MapmyIndia is first Indian private map portal which has nation-wide good-quality 
content.
126.2 MapmyIndia have Limited GIS Layers which is not in GIS-Ready format.
126.3 MapmyIndia Portal design, architecture and infrastructure are user friendly but has 
elementary functionalities.
126.4 It has no GIS decision support application.
127. Prototype K-GIS portal
127.1 Content is seamless for state and standardized.
127.2 It has good visualization and querying capabilities- both spatial and attribute query; 
user-interface is quite easy and navigable and performance is quite good.
127.3 It has GIS-Ready data. Fairly good design, quite robust and quite reliable.
127.4 Does not have integrative/analytical GIS Applications Decision Support capabilities.
128. Surveykshan portal of SOI
128.1 Authoritative administrative frame comes from SOI. However, WMS datasets makes the 
use of this data very limited. 
128.2 Surveykshan has SOI OSM sheets data but not in GIS-Ready format. 
129.3 It has only display functions.  Poor design and reliability.
128.4 No GIS decision support capability.
129. NICMAPS portal
129.1 Data content is limited but a good spatial reference frame seems to have been generated 
by seaming the SOI OSM maps (this is a duplication of what Surveykshan has also done).
129.2 NICMAPS has good portal design and robustness – making it quite different from other 
portals that we have evaluated. 
129.3 NICMAPS querying capability is good. It seems to show more professionalism from an 
IT-perspective.
129.4 No GIS decision support application.
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